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volume measures 

Estimates of the vofolurne of gross domestic product (GDP) are 1990 will be indexed on 1935. These components, which are at 
among the most impartant economic indicators. Movements in present weighted together using values of net output in 1990, will 

series at 'curtent" w "minal" prices reflect changes in both activity be reweighted according b the values of net output in t 995. 
and prices. However, comparisons aver time are often required 
with the effects of price c h a n p  eliminated. "Volume" w "constanP The rebased annual estimates will appear in the United Kingdom 
price measures have the efkcts of such price changes remowd. National Accounts (the Blue Book) published in September. 

Quarterly estimates on the new basis will appear in the National 
By convention, volume measures are expressed in terms of either ~ccounts first release at the same time. ~ehted series, for insfdm 
the a m g e  prices prevailing in a fixed reference period w as an the producer prices index, the index of prduction and the monthly 
index based on a convenient year. The units used to express trade figures, will be published on a 1995 base in the next first 
constant price measures are immaterial for the purpose of release followring the September National Accounts publication. 
measuring changes. H m r ,  the choice of reference period or 
the base for the index series is significant and will be discussed 
further. The need for rebasing 

At present, wlume measures for U M  Kqdorn national accounts Constant price estimates are produced to measure changes in 
statistics are expressed in average 1 990 prices or as index series the vohme of goods and services produced or sold. Where a single 
based on 1990. From September, all these estimates will be type of article of unvarying specification is produced. changes in 
rebased on the year f 995. This mans that all the expenditure vdurne can, in principle, be measured pfect ly  and directly in 
components of GDP will be expressed in terms of average 1995 terms of the numbw of units. When two or more different artides 
prices, and new aggregate measures wlwlated. In addition, the are produced, changes in the volume of total production can only 
detailed components of output which are at present iWxed an be measured if a relative value is assigned to the ouwt of each 
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a w e  in each period. In practice, this is done by valuing the output 

at the prices of a single period, normally a year known as the 
base year. For example, output in years from 1986 are presently 
valued at 1990 prices. Values of the total output of a combination 
of articles at constant 1990 prices in different periods can then be 
compared. 

The choice of base year can have a significant effect on the dsrived 
changes wer time in constant price aggregates-The relative prices 
of the various goods and services, which determine the weights 

in aggregate measures, can vary. This variation can result from a 
range of dactors including technolqjcal change, movements in 
commodity prices and exchange rates. Different retalive prim 
movements can result in dierent measures of volume change- 
Ideally, for each comparison that is made over time, a specific 
base period should be used.The base period would be chosen so 
that it most closely reRects the price sfrocture of the period of 
comparison. In practice, this cannot easily be done so a fixed base 
year is used for volume comparisons over defined periods 
surrounding that base year- Rebasing, therefore, becomes 
necessary to ensure that volume comparisons made over recent 
periods are not distorted by the use of a price structure from an 
earlier period (also that price comparisons ww the recent period 
are not distorted). 

Linking of a series on different beses 

Rebasing does not mean that whole series of constant price 
estimates are recalculated using the relatiw weights of the new 
base year. This would mean imposing inappropriate weights on 
estimates for earlier periods. Developments in the 1960s for 
example, cannot be measured satisfactorily in terms of 1995 
relative vices. Therefore, the relative prim structure in a base 
year is used over a limited period where lhat structure is 
appropriate. For example, relative prices in the current base year, 
1990. are wed to generate volume estimates at f 990 prices only 
as far back as 1 986. From 1 983 to 1 985, relative prices in 1 985 
are used. The two perids are linked by scaling or re-referencing 
the earlier perid. at the cornwnent k l ,  using the ratio 

1986 value at 1990 prices 
1986 wlue at 1985 prkes 

The year 1986 is called the link year. A similar process is carried 
out around earlier base years. This means that although the 
constant prim estimates are referred to as being 'at 1990 prices', 

the estimatespriorto 1986 are all calculated using relative prices 

more closely related to the periods in question. In other words, 
each series has several weighting bases, but only a single 
'reference W. Each volume series is in the form of achain-linked 
index with the typical length of each link being f i  years. The 
lates! price base can, hwvever, immediately priorto rebasing, span 
periods in excess of ten pars, with the more recent years being 
revised on rebasing. For exanple, the 1990 weighting base is 
currently used for estimates from 1986 onwards. On rebasing, the 
estimates from the new link year of 1994 onwards will be 
recalculated on a 1995 base. The advantage of this chain linking 
is that it approximates to the ideal of making comparibns using 
the most typical set of relative prices for the period concerned. 
Fw comparisons over bnger periods, no single price structure is 
allowed to dominate and account is taken of the changes in the 
relabve prices of the compnents. 

An important result of this approach is that rebasing only affects 
comparisons ww periods as far back as the link year. Comparisons 
made over earlier p e w s  are unaffected and still made on the 
basis of the most appropriate relative prices for the period. 
However, prior to the latest link year, subtoials and totals of 
expenditure components re-referenced to the new pice base will 
no longer equal the sum of their components w hu91 have been 
l~nked separately. Addiity could only be preserved by changing 
the assessment of growth in either components or aggregates, 
which would dearly be inappropriate. Non-additivity is also present 
in output components but, since the series are shown only as 
index numbers, it is less visible. 

Choice of link year 

It will be clear that the choke of link year is significant. An analysis 
of the possble chokes was carried out.Thls consisted of assessing 
whether growth between the iw base years was best measured 
using 1990 w 1995 prices, as compared to the ideal situation 
which would see growth in each year measured on the average 
prices of that year e.g. growfh in 1992 measured on 1992 prices. 

The years 1991 and 1992 were discounted due to general price 
~nstability in thaf period. The anaiysts s h d  that growth in the 
years 1993 and 1994 wre equally measured using 1990 or 1995 

prices. There were several purely pmctical reasons why I994 was 

chosen ow 1993, and these related to sunrey dataand the greater 
confidence in 1994 estjrnates on the IDBR and ESA95 basis. 
Therefore, annual growth in the period from 1986 to 1994 will be 
measured using 1990 prices, and growth in the period from 1994 

onwards using 1 995 prices. 



The nature of rebasing 

Before describing the rebasing process, it is necessary to explain 
how constant price estimates are derived. In theory, constant prim 
estimates of expenditwe components are calculated by valuing 
the volume of expenditure at the average price in the base year. In 
practice, pure volume measures are rarely available, and for same 
products and services s u b ' j  to quality change they are avoided. 
Most constant price estimates are estimated indirectly from 
changes in value deflated using appropriafe p r b  indices. 

Theoretically, to obtain the reweighted base-weighted volume 
series the values expressd in current prices shwld be divided 
by current-weighted price indices. In practice, however, the 
information on weights needed to deri i  SLKII price indices is not 
available with sufficient hquency and the indiwklual p r b  indices 
used for Mation are mostly barn weighted. The effect of this 
weakness in the consfant price estimates is rninimised by carrying 
out the deflation at the most detailed level possible.Tllerebre, the 
incarred weighting only m r s  within the categories of expendire 
to which the base weighted deflators are applied. It wn be shown 
that the correct wewtiq between these categories is achieved 
by simple addition of the deflated series. Previous analyses have 
s h m  that the use of baseweighted deflators is not a serious 
deficiency in the methods of estimation, given the level of 

disaggregation that is used. 

Using gross output indicators in this way implies Ihe assumption 
that the ratio d net output to gross output, at constant prices, is 
stable. In practice, this assumption is fairly robust because of lhe 
detailed level at which industries and activities wilhin industries 
are identified. In addition, adjustments can be made if there is 
evidence of changes in net to gross output ratios. 

Where the value of gross is deflated ta constant prices, the 
price indices used are base weighted. As with expenditure 
components, the detailed h l  of disaggegation at which deflation 
is carried out avoids serious distortions. 

The operations in rebasing can be summarised as follows. 

a) from the link year (1 994) onwards 

For expenditure components: 

i) produci~ reweighted price indies for Mating the 
individual components of expendire where these are used, 
and 

ii) reawegating the deflated components of expenditure, and 
those produced from volwne measures according to the 
value of expenditure in the new base year, a d  calculating 
new aggregate series. 

For output wmponents: 
For output components, the aim is to measure changes in the real 
net output or "value added" of each industry. These &ar?ges are 
then weighted together according to the relat'nre values of value 

added, in the base year. The value added by each industry is its 
contribution to the domestic product - that is, the value of its total 
wfput less Ihe cost of goods and setvices bougM fmm ather 
industries or imported. In other wards, the vahe added by industry 
consists of the value of the factors of production used in that 
industry and equals the sum of factor incomes (income from 
employment, profits and rent) earned in the industry. 

i) producing reweighted price indices for deflating the 
individual measures of the value of gross output. 
and 

ii) reweighting the deflated indicators (and the direct vdume 
indicators) aooordhg to the value of net output in the base 
year and cakuldng mw aggregate indices. 

The weights used will be derived from the input-output tables for 
1995. tosether with further diaggregations. 

Ideally, value added at constant prices would be measured by b) For periods prlor to the l a m  link year: 
taking the dirence b&een constant pice gross outputs and 
constant price inputs. This process is calied double deflation as it Re-referencing all component and aggregate series to i 995 prices 
invobs separately deflaljting the value of inputs and outputs in or to a 1995=100 index base by multiplying the existing series by 

tha productian process. In pradce, there are severe practical the ratio: 

constraints in applying this technique. Therefore, for most 
industries, proxy indim fw changes in real value added are 
used.These are usually indicators of gross o w  and are physical 

I indicators or values of output deflated by appropriate price indices. 
I 

I 

1994 value on 1 995 base 
I 994 value on 1 990 base 



The likely effects of rebasing 

For most types of expenditure the theoretical effect of rebasing is 
to reduce the estimated growth in volume slightly, alter the link 
year. This reflects normal price dasticiies: ihe growth in demand 
is likely to be greatest for t h m  goods and services whose unit 
prices have gmwn the feast. This negative correlation between 
prices and volumes is known as substitution bias. On rebasing, 

tk weighi given $ products for which grwh in demand has been 
water than avewewill tend to be reduced andthe weight given 
to products for which growlh in demand has been smaier than 
average will tend to be increased. A similar principle holds for the 

output cwnponents. Rebasing also gives us the opprtunity to 
rsview component series and to improve coverage, sources and 
methodology. These changes, along with other routine revisions 
made to the estimates, can in practice have larger effects than 
those of rebasing itself. 

Ths preuious rebasing exercise in 1W in fad resulted in small 
upward revisions to grawth.The single mast significant reason for 
this was the positive rather than negative correlation between the 
price and volume of oil produdon.The dramatic fall in the priceof 
oil in 1985436 (to less than half its previous lmd) was ammpanied 
by a fall in vdume as production k a m e  less profitable. On 
rebasing, this fall in volume was given less weight resulting in the 

upward revisions to growth. 

above process. For the output based measure of GDP this was 
done at the h e s t  I d ,  and ndr the expendire based measure 
at a slightty less detailed 1-1 - approximately 170 components. 
The simulation provides an estimate of the purely arithmetic effect 
of rebasing i.e. that which is due to changes in the relative price 
sbucture of the economy between the old and the new base Wrs. 
The effect of reweighted price indices (whi& are themselves 
subject to substitution effects) are not iwluded and neither are 
other methodological changes such as improved deflation. For 
these reasons the simulation exercise can only provide an 
indication of Me rebasiq effect. 

As explained, rebasing is being inlroduced alongside ESA95 and 
the IDBR. These two neoessarily come before rebasing - the data 
is compiled on the new ESA95 and IDBR consistent basis, then 
rebased. The simulation was carried out using the presently 
published data on the assumption that the rebasing effect as 
measured on this dataset is I k l y  to be c k  to the rebasing effect 
as measured on tfre new basis. Any second order interactions 
between ESA95 or IDBR and rebasing are likely to be small in 
aggregate although there could be larger effects on some 
components of GDP 

The expenditure measure of GDP 

The results for components of expndiire are shown in table 1. It 

To assess the likely effect of the upcomiq rehasing, a simulated can be seen that the =timated effect of the rebasing process on 

rebasing exercise has been wrried out using the data published the expenditure based measure of GDP at factor cost is for a 

by ONS on 1 3 March 1998. This consisted of just part a) ii) of the downward revision to g m h  in the period 1 994-1 997 of 0.8% 

Table 1 Percsniage increases in w n d i t u r e  components of GDP f 994-1 997 

At 1990 
prices 

At 1995 
prices 

Consumers' expenditure 
Central government final consumption 
Local government final consumption 
Gross domestic fixed capital formation 
Expork of goods 
Exports of services 
Imports of gods 
Imports of services 

Expendiure based measure of GDP 
at market prices 

less Taxes on expendire 
Subsidies 

Expenditure based measure of GOP 
at factor cost prices 



from 8.1% to 7.3%. This result is vwy much within the bounds of 
what would have been expected. 

The rebasmg effect as measured at market prices is diirent to 
that measured at factor cost p r i m  (4.6%, as compared to -0.8%)). 
This difference is caused principally by taxes which have been 
introduced between 1 %XI and 1995. In these cases. although the 
tax counts in thecurrent price series from the point at which it was 
introduced. the constant price series remains zero until rebasing 
onto 1995 prices. This is because the methodology for constant 
prim taxes on expenditure is to take the amwnt of tax paid in the 
base year and adjust it for each subsequent year by the change in 
the volume of pods or services sold that are subject to the tax. 
Consequently taxes that did not exist in the base year would make 
no contribution to total constant price taxes in any year. The tax@ 
to which this applies are insurance premkrrn tax and air passenger 
duty, whiih were both introduced late in 1994, and between them 
raised appmairnately E l  .5 billion in 1997. Rebasing increases the 
growth of taxes on expenditure and since taxes on expenditure 
are deducted from GDP at marhet prices to calcula!e GDP at factor 
cost, there is a decrease in the gowlh of GDP at factor cost 

anticipated reductions to growth. Grass domestic fixed capital 
formation is an exception althwgh this r m l t  should be treated 
with some caution as the methodology used here is less than 
deaf. Diierent categories of investment can have vastly different 
deiators and B proved impractical to carry aut the analysis at a 
l o w  bevel as would have been desirable. Conwquently, part of 
the reking effect for this component may have berim missed. 

Estimates of growth in exports and imports of goods also show 
an increase. A posithe correlation between prim and volume is 
born out by the data - for both imports and exports, commaliiies 
such as oil and other fuels which show slatic or falling prices. also 
show falling or very tow growth in volume. Correspondingly, 
commodities such as passenger motor cars, which show 
significmtly increased prices, also show a rapd gowth in the 
wtume of trade This can be exphined by the kgic of the supply 
cunm - trade becoming more profitable and so more attractive at 
higher price leve4s. 

The output measure of GDP 

The revision to subsidies of +2.7% is the largest percentage The estimated downward revision to growth in the output based 
revbsion to any expenditure component, (although less significant measure of GDP from f 994-1997 is 1.7%. It is clear from table 2 
than that to taxes in terms of its impact on GDP at factor cost). that this is largely due to the service sector of the economy for 
This is due to the increased current price weight athibutable to which growth has been revised by -2.4% compared to -1 .O% for 

rail and agriculture subsidies in the new base year. the production industries. Possible reasons for this diierence 
include the k t  that substitution bias may be w e n t  for a greater 

Two other main components of expenditure - consumers' proportion of the service sector, or that the relative price structure 
expendire and ceml government final consumption - show the has changed mare rapidly. 

Table2 Pmentageincmsesinoutput components ofGDP 1994-1997 

At 1990 At 1995 Rebasing 
prkes prices effect 

Agriculture, hunting, forestry & fishing 
Total production 

Mining and quarrying 
Manufacturing 
Electricity, gas and water supply 
Total 

Construction 

Total servlca industries 
Distribution, hotels, catering; repairs 
Transport, storage and cornmunkation 
Business services and finance 
Government and other services 
Total 

h t p u t  based measure of GDP 
at factor cost prices 



The simulation results show a rebasing effect on the ouiput based 
measure which is approximately twice that on the expendire 
based measure. There are two l i l y  reasons for t h k  Firstly, in 
rebasing itself, one wuld not expect the effect on each measure 
to be absolutely identical, and this is even more true of the 
simulation. Secondly, the analysis of wtput data in the sirmlation 
uses a more consistent breakdown (the Standard Industrial 
Classification) and cornrnodities within these induslry groupings 
are likely to be more homogeneous with respect to price. The 
breakdown used in the analysis of the expenditure based measure 
w s  more arbhry - it was not based on any coherent c h i i t i o n ,  
and in some cases it was less detaited. The exercise is lkely to 
have slightly under-recorded the substitution effect on the 
expenditure based measure, which one would expect to be more 
prevalent at tower levels because substitution will be for similar 
types of gmds and services. For this reason more weight should 
be attached to the output based estimate. 

Annual chain-linking 

Eurostat, the statistical office of the Eumpean Union, has pmpsed 
general principles fw the cakldation of price and volume measures 
to tw followed from April 1999. Countries which are unalie to meet 
this timetable can apply for a derogation. One of these principles 
is hat vohme measures should be aggregated using weights 
derived f m  annually updated base years - annwl chain linking 
as opposed to the five-yearly chain-linking currently used in the 
UK. The UK plans lo move to annual chain-linking but needs time 
to develop the infrastructure to deliver it, and will therefore apply 
for a derogation to allow a late &livery. 

The ONS carried out an investigation into the feasibility of 
producing annually chain-linked estimates of GDI? The study 
concluded that the problem of substitution bias which affects f i  
yearly base-weighted estimates wwld  be reduced and the 
consequent improvements in the measurement of growth would 
justify the exercise. It would a h  avoid t i e  re-writing of economic 
h i i r y  that accompanies wery rebasing exercise. 

Anna Brudon advised on all asp& of the process.The simulated 
rebasing of GDP(0) was carried out by Susan Wainwright. Data 

and briefing were supplied by compilers of expenditure 
components of GDP Those sections of the article describing 
volume measures, the need for rebasing, linking of series on 
different bases, and the nature of rebasing, are updated from the 
article by David Caplan describing the previous rehsing exercise 

(Eco~omk Trends No. 472 F h a t y  1993). 

ANNEX 
Producer price indices 

Rebased PPls, taking account of the changes in the str~cture of 
the economy between 1990 and 1995, are used for defiatirg many 
series in the 1 995 = 1 00 national accounts. They will be first 

published in t b  First Release for September on 10 October; more 
detailed PPls will be published in Business Monitor MM22 to be 
published on 26 October. Among the chatyes to the indices are: 

the only net sector indices wilt be those relating to all 
mamrfactur ing and manufacturing exdudmg hod, beverages, 
tobacco and petroleum. All other indices will be on a gross 
basis 

lhere will be a reduction in the level of detail of the input indices 
pubtished in Table 3 of MM22 

there will be some unrolling of the output indices in TaMe 4 of 

MM22 allowing more detailed information to be pubtished in 
many cases. 

Enquiries on the rebased publications should be directed to Andrea 
Kinnear on 01633 812f 06, while questions on ?PI rebasing 
methodology should be referred to Gordon Morgan on 01633 

81 2880. 


